
Bliss Book Bonus… Hey Jupiter

Jupiter entered Retrograde this March and will stay there till July 10th.
It’s our largest planet, holding over 2 times the mass of all the other 
planets combined and has a huge magnetic field. For this reason, it’s 
impact on us is particularly felt. 

I pulled the Jupiter card from my Yantra deck just before opening 
SOULFest NYC and just after a night talking about Jupiter in our Healing 
with Crystals Workshop at Land Yoga. 

It felt like a sign and reminded me you might like to know a little bit 
about it… 



Jupiter as a planet represents and brings us knowledge, abundance, 
luck and fortune. When this is turned outward, the feeling is of over-
flowing growth and expansion.

It’s connected to the teacher or Guru, the color yellow, the northeast 
direction, happiness, Thursdays, and the number 3. 

Jupiter is a benevolent planet, so we might wonder what it means 
when it is moving backwards in retrograde.

Are we going to have misfortune, scarcity, bad luck?

The answer in short is no. 

This is the time for storing up all that goodness and growing fat with it. 
When a planet retrogrades, it’s all about its energies going internal. So, 
while you may not feel your normal Jupiter influenced outward expan-
sion, know that you are harvesting all that abundance inwardly. Enjoy 
this time store and nurture the wealth before mid July when it starts 
pouring out. 



Here are some things you can do to feed the Jupiter energy inside you 
during its final month in Retrograde:

Interested in the planets and their corresponding colors and days and 
energies? 

Here’s quick guide:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

feminine energy
energetic activities, sport
intellect & communication
service & friendship
creativity and romance
purification
spiritual pursuits 

white/blue
red
green
yellow
white/pink
black
red

moon
mars
mercury
jupiter
venus
saturn
sun

Acknowledge the Guru inside you. Cultivate a practice of listening 
for and to your inner voice. See if she grows more amplified with 
some dedicated attention. 

Soak up knowledge. Instead of doing and making, during this 
month focus on reading, listening, and learning. (This lines up 
really well with my latest blog on manifestation releasing to the 
pubic next week. )

Wear yellow, especially on Thursdays. Honor the bright robust 
planet by diving into the Jupiter vibrations. You will feel a differ-
ence. You can also meditate on the Jupiter’s image or yantra.
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